Dr Melvyn Willin is the Honorary Archivist Officer for the Society of Psychical Research (SPR) and has been a council member of the Ghost Club and the SPR. He gives talks on the paranormal and has carried out investigations at alleged hauntings throughout the UK.

Dr Willin is also the author of numerous articles on the subject, the book Music, Witchcraft and the Paranormal, and the bestselling D&C title, Ghosts Caught on Film.

Other titles you will like
• Does the Loch Ness Monster really exist?
• Are dinosaurs still walking the Earth?
• Were alien creatures spotted in South America?
• Are there really strange apes, lake monsters, living dinosaurs and alien beasts walking the dark and forgotten corners of the Earth? Are these photographs misidentified coincidences or elaborate hoaxes? Or do they present real evidence of entirely new or thought-to-be-extinct species, living and breathing, and caught on film? You decide!

From the Loch Ness Monster to Bigfoot, Monsters Caught on Film features a thrilling collection of photographs of mysterious creatures from around the world. Are there really strange apes, lake monsters, living dinosaurs and alien beasts walking the dark and forgotten corners of the Earth? Are these photographs misidentified coincidences or elaborate hoaxes? Or do they present real evidence of entirely new or thought-to-be-extinct species, living and breathing, and caught on film? You decide!